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Abstract
Information technology (IT) has transformed many industries, from education to health care to government, and is now in the early stages of transforming transportation systems. While many think improving a country’s transportation system solely means building new roads or repairing aging infrastructures, the future of transportation lies not only in concrete and steel, but also increasingly in using IT. IT enables elements within the transportation system vehicles, roads, traffic lights, message signs, etc. to become intelligent by embedding them with microchips and sensors and empowering them to communicate with each other through wireless technologies. In the leading nations in the world, intelligent transport system (ITS) bring significant improvement in transportation system performance, including reduced congestion and increased safety and traveler convenience. The Internet of Things (IoT) makes smart objects the ultimate building blocks in the development of cyber-physical smart pervasive frameworks. The IoT has a variety of application domains, including health care. This paper surveys advances in IoT based ITS technologies and reviews the state-of-the-art network architectures, applications, and industrial trends in IoT based ITS. In addition, this paper analyzes distinct IoT security and privacy features, including security requirements, threat models, and attack taxonomies from the transportation perspective. Further, this paper proposes some avenues for future research on IoT-based intelligent transport based on a set of open issues and challenges.
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Introduction:
Many think improving a country’s transportation system solely means building new roads or repairing aging infrastructure. But the future of transportation lies not only in concrete and steel, but also in the implementation of technology, specifically a network of sensors, microchips, and communication devices that collect and disseminate information about the functioning of the transportation system. Transportation systems are really about networks, and much of the value of a network is contained in its information: For example, whether a traffic signal “knows” there is traffic waiting to pass through an intersection; whether a vehicle is drifting out of its lane; whether two vehicles are likely to collide at an intersection; whether a roadway is congested with traffic; what the true cost of operating a roadway is, etc. What intelligent transportation systems do is empower actors in the transportation system from commuters, to highway and transit network operators, even down to the actual traffic lights themselves with actionable information (or, intelligence) to make better-informed decisions, whether it’s choosing which route to take; when to travel; whether to
mode-shift (take mass transit instead of driving); how to optimize traffic signals; where to build new roadways; what the true cost of roadways are and how best to price their use; or how to hold providers of transportation services accountable for results. The big opportunity at hand is to bring information to bear on transportation networks, transforming them into truly intelligent transportation systems. Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as one of the most powerful communication paradigms of the 21st century. In the IoT environment, all objects in our daily life become part of the Internet because of their communication and computing capabilities that allow them to communicate with other objects. IoT extends the concept of the Internet and makes it more pervasive. In the IoT environment, the seamless interactions among different types of devices, such as vehicles, medical sensors, monitoring cameras, home appliances, etc., have led to the emergence of many applications such as smart city, home automation, smart grid, traffic management, etc.

**ITS Architecture**

With the technological advancements in the areas of mobile computing, wireless communications and remote sensing, intelligent transport systems (ITS) have recently emerged as a promising technology that will enable the deployment of diverse applications related to road safety, traffic efficiency and infotainment. This section provides a high level overview of the ITS architecture, characteristics, challenges and target applications. ITS Architecture

The high level architecture of ITS comprises three main communication domains, i.e., the in-vehicle domain, the V2X domain and the infrastructure domain, as shown in Figure 2. The in-vehicle domain consists of a connected vehicle equipped with electronic control units (ECUs), wireless-enabled on-board units (OBUs), a trusted platform module (TPM) and an application unit (AU). ECUs collect data about the vehicle’s dynamics (e.g., location, speed, heading, vehicle size, etc.), the context of its immediate environment (e.g., the number of neighboring vehicles, local road traffic conditions, etc.) and control its functionality. These ECUs collaborate by exchanging messages with the OBU and AU, and form an in-vehicle network (also known as the on-board network). The AU is responsible for running one or multiple applications, which are offered by remote service providers (SPs), and communicates with other nearby ITS entities using the communication capabilities of the OBU. Each connected vehicle is also equipped with a TPM to enable secure and efficient communications and to manage the different keys and certificates.

![ITS high level architecture](image)

**Figure 1.** ITS high level architecture. RSU, road side unit; OBU, on-board unit; AU, application unit; ECU, electronic control unit; TPM, trusted platform module.

Finally, a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) unit is used to obtain accurate location information. The V2X domain (or ad hoc domain) consists of vehicle OBUs and roadside units (RSUs) deployed along the roads. As shown in Figure 1.

The information collected at the vehicles’ OBUs, are exchanged in real time with nearby ITS entities (e.g., OBUs, RSUs, etc.) using various vehicular communication technologies (V2X), including: (i) vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications between neighboring vehicles (or OBUs) using a dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) technology;(ii) vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications between the surrounding OBUs and RSUs, and vice versa; and (iii) vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) communications between the OBUs/RSUs and the surrounding pedestrian in Figure 3.
The infrastructure domain includes the trusted third parties (TTP), such as vehicles manufacturers, the service providers (SPs) and the trust authorities (TA). The fixed RSUs are generally not fully trusted and subordinated by the TA and can be considered as a bridge between the V2X and infrastructure domains. The registration and authentication of these RSUs and OBUs are realized by the TA. The SPs provide applications to the vehicles AUs and are responsible for managing software updates, billing and deliver added-value services. Several applications, such as intersection collision warning, wrong way driving warning and remote diagnostic of vehicles, will exploit the integration of the above network technologies to constitute a connected vehicle. We call these applications: intelligent transport system applications.

Applications of ITS

ITS applications exploit data collected from vehicles to improve the use of vehicles, the safety and comfort of drivers and to rationalize the use of public infrastructures. As shown in Figure 4, ITS applications can be categorized into four main classes: (i) infotainment and comfort; (ii) traffic management; (iii) road safety; and (iv) autonomous driving applications. The remainder of this section provides a high level overview of these four classes of ITS applications. We refer the readers to for a more detailed description of emerging ITS applications in Figure 3.

Road Safety Applications

Road safety applications exploit wireless V2X communications between surrounding ITS entities (e.g., vehicles, road infrastructures, etc.) to reduce traffic accidents and to protect the drivers and pedestrian from various road hazards. To that end, each ITS entity periodically broadcasts safety messages to notify its neighborhood about its context and location information. Furthermore, depending on specific events (e.g., accidents, detected road hazards), each ITS entity may also trigger the transmission of notification messages to nearby vehicles and/or emergency services using multi-hop communications., the critical latency (or end-to-end communication delay) represents one of the most important system requirement for road safety applications, which typically should not exceed one hundred milliseconds.

Infotainment and Comfort Applications

Infotainment and comfort applications aim at enhancing the driving experience by providing the drivers with various added-value services. These services are generally offered by trusted service providers, where the corresponding applications and services are downloaded and installed on the vehicles application units (AUs). AUs communicate with the remote SPs data centers through their OBUs, using different V2I communication technologies (e.g., 4G/LTE, 5G). A typical example of such an application consists in the remote vehicle diagnostic and maintenance application in which the SPs
collect information from the in-vehicles sensors and send notifications to the drivers regarding detected safety defects and/or to remind them about planned car maintenance. Another application consists of providing global Internet access to the vehicle’s passengers to enable a wide range of comfort services, including online gaming, video streaming, weather information and many others. The applications rely mainly on V2I communications (vehicle-to-infrastructure/back office), whose latency should typically not exceed five hundred milliseconds.

Traffic Management Applications

Traffic management applications represent a second major class of ITS applications, whose main objective is to enhance the management and coordination of traffic flows and to provide various cooperative navigation services to the drivers. These applications rely on the collection and analysis of the exchanged ITS messages (i.e., between ITS entities) in order to build and maintain global traffic map databases. The traffic data are generally collected by the deployed road side units and/or from road sensors and are transmitted wirelessly to remote trusted data centers for further data analysis and processing. The collected data include contextual and location-based information related to vehicles, drivers and road events.

Autonomous Driving Applications

Autonomous driving, also known as automated driving, applications represent the next big leap in human transport technologies, which is expected to be deployed by 2020 and fully functional by 2030. This new technology will rely on the automation of the vehicle sensing and driving functions, based on six levels of automation, where the human driver becomes a passenger and is no longer required (i.e., full automation level). Future autonomous cars will integrate different technologies, including: (i) ultrasonic sensors to detect the presence of obstacles; (ii) LiDAR and/or radar to create a 360-degree field of view to prevent accidents; (iii) high definition cameras to spot road hazards in real time, such as pedestrians and animals; (iv) Global Navigation Satellite System receivers to provide a highly accurate position for the car; and (v) V2X communication technologies to enable the car to communicate with the surrounding vehicles, road infrastructures, remote services providers and trusted third parties. In addition to the previously described applications, autonomous driving technology will bring a wide range of new benefits, in terms of the increase of the roadway and parking capacity and the reduction of traffic congestion, car theft, accidents and collisions. Figure 5.

In order to unlock the tremendous potential of the aforementioned emerging ITS applications, the ITS communication stack should provide efficient, secure and low-latency V2X communications. Indeed, safety applications require the periodic broadcasting of safety messages (or beacons) to detect and/or prevent the risk of collision between two or more vehicles or to locate hazards along the road. However, since this message exchange relies heavily on wireless communications, several threats and attacks can affect its functioning and, thus, lead to accidents. In the next sections, we will review the key enabling ITS standards, technologies and projects, followed by a detailed analysis on the existing ITS threats and their main cryptographic countermeasures.

Key underlying technologies

Wireless communications

Various forms of wireless communications technologies have been proposed for intelligent transportation systems. Radio modem communication on UHF and VHF frequencies are widely used for short and long range communication within ITS Figure 4.
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specifically WAVE or the Dedicated Short Range Communications standard being promoted by the Intelligent Transportation Society of America and the United States Department of Transportation. Theoretically, the range of these protocols can be extended using Mobile ad hoc networks or Mesh networking. Longer range communications have been proposed using infrastructure networks such as WiMAX (IEEE 802.16), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), or 3G. Long-range communications using these methods are well established, but, unlike the short-range protocols, these methods require extensive and very expensive infrastructure deployment. There is lack of consensus as to what business model should support this infrastructure. Auto Insurance companies have utilized ad hoc solutions to support e-Call and behavioral tracking functionalities in the form of Telematics 2.0. Some of these technologies are described in the following sections.

**Global Positioning System (GPS).**

Embedded GPS receivers in vehicles’ on-board units (OBUs, a common term for telematics devices) receive signals from several different satellites to calculate the device’s (and thus the vehicle’s) position. This requires line of sight to satellites, which can inhibit use of GPS in downtown settings due to “urban canyon” effects. Location can usually be determined to within ten meters. GPS is the core technology behind many in-vehicle navigation and route guidance systems. Several countries, notably Holland and Germany, are using or will use OBUs equipped with satellite-based GPS devices to record miles traveled by automobiles and/or trucks in order to implement user fees based on vehicle miles traveled to finance their transportation systems.

**Dedicated-Short Range Communications (DSRC).**

DSRC is a short- to medium-range wireless communication channel, operating in the 5.8 or 5.9GHz wireless spectrum, specifically designed for automotive uses. Critically, DSRC enables two-way wireless communications between the vehicle (through embedded tags or sensors) and roadside equipment (RSE). DSRC is a key enabling technology for many intelligent transportation systems, including vehicle-to-infrastructure integration, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, adaptive traffic signal timing, electronic toll collection, congestion charging, electronic road pricing, information provision, etc. DSRC is a subset of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. The technology for ITS applications works on the 5.9GHz band (United States) or the 5.8GHz band (in Japan and Europe). At present, DSRC systems in Europe, Japan, and the United States are generally not compatible (although there are indications that Europe may be trying to migrate to 5.9GHz). In 2004, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC), atypically for a U.S. regulator, prescribed a common standard for the DSRC band both to promote interoperability and to discourage the limitation of competition through proprietary technologies.

**Wireless Networks**

Similar to technology commonly used for wireless Internet access, wireless networks allow rapid communications between vehicles and the roadside, but have a range of only a few hundred meters. However, this range can be extended by each successive vehicle or roadside node passing information onto the next vehicle or node. South Korea is increasingly using WiBro, based on WiMAX technology, as the wireless communications infrastructure to transmit traffic and public transit information throughout its transportation network.

**Mobile Telephony**

ITS applications can transmit information over standard third or fourth generation (3G or 4G) mobile telephone networks. Advantages of mobile networks include wide availability in towns and along major roads. However,
additional network capacity may be required if vehicles are fitted with this technology, and network operators might need to cover these costs. Mobile telephony may not be suitable for some safety-critical ITS applications since it may be too slow.

**Radio wave or Infrared Beacons**

Japan’s Vehicle Information Communications System (VICS) uses radio wave beacons on expressways and infrared beacons on trunk and arterial roadways to communicate real-time traffic information. (Arterial roadways are moderate capacity roadways just below highways in level of service; a key distinction is that arterial roadways tend to use traffic signals. Arterial roadways carry large volumes of traffic between areas in urban centers.) VICS uses 5.8GHz DSRC wireless technology.

**Roadside Camera Recognition.**

Camera- or tag-based schemes can be used for zone-based congestion charging systems (as in London), or for charging on specific roads. Such systems use cameras placed on roadways where drivers enter and exit congestion zones. The cameras use Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR), based on Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, to identify vehicle license plates; this information is passed digitally to back-office servers, which assess and post charges to drivers for their use of roadways within the congestion zone.

**Probe Vehicles or Devices**

Several countries deploy so-called “probe vehicles” (often taxis or government-owned vehicles equipped with DSRC or other wireless technology) that report their speed and location to a central traffic operations management center, where probe data is aggregated to generate an area-wide picture of traffic flow and to identify congested locations. Extensive research has also been performed into using mobile phones that drivers often carry as a mechanism to generate real-time traffic information, using the GPS-derived location of the phone as it moves along with the vehicle. As a related example, in Beijing, more than 10,000 taxis and commercial vehicles have been outfitted with GPS chips that send travel speed information to a satellite, which then sends the information down to the Beijing Transportation Information Center, which then translates the data into average travel speeds on every road in the city.

**Sensing technologies**

Technological advances in telecommunications and information technology, coupled with ultramodern/state-of-the-art microchip, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), and inexpensive intelligent beacon sensing technologies, have enhanced the technical capabilities that will facilitate motorist safety benefits for intelligent transportation systems globally. Sensing systems for ITS are vehicle- and infrastructure-based networked systems, i.e., Intelligent vehicle technologies. Infrastructure sensors are indestructible (such as in-road reflectors) devices that are installed or embedded in the road or surrounding the road (e.g., on buildings, posts, and signs), as required, and may be manually disseminated during preventive road construction maintenance or by sensor injection machinery for rapid deployment. Vehicle-sensing systems include deployment of infrastructure-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure electronic beacons for identification communications and may also employ video automatic number plate recognition or vehicle magnetic signature detection technologies at desired intervals to increase sustained monitoring of vehicles operating in critical zones.

Traffic control has been an issue since humans put the first wheels on the first cart. The modern world demands mobility. Cars represent the main method of mobility, but today’s congested highways and city streets don’t move fast, and sometimes they don’t move at all. Intelligent traffic systems (ITS), sometimes called intelligent transportation systems, apply communications and information technology to provide solutions to this congestion as well as other traffic control issues. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) represent a major transition in transportation on many dimensions. ITS is an international program intended to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of surface transportation systems.
through advanced technologies in information systems, communications, and sensors. ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) is a system which is designed to promote advance technology, to ensure that the Electronic Toll Collection System (ETC) is effective and to support safe driving. With this system, people, roads, and vehicles use the latest information communication technology.

The intelligent transport system (ITS) takes the first step towards meeting this challenge by providing effective, reliable and meaningful knowledge to motorists in time. Problems like high traffic congestion, low transportation efficiency, low safety and endangered environment can be solved through innovative and sophisticated ways of handling latest techniques that have emerged in recent years in integrating information technology, electronics and telecommunication with roads and traffic management. Intelligent transportation systems, or ITS, encompass a broad range of wireless and wireline communications-based information, control and electronics technologies.

When integrated into the transportation system infrastructure, and in vehicles themselves, these technologies help monitor and manage traffic flow, reduce congestion, provide alternate routes to travelers, enhance productivity, and save lives, time and money. Intelligent transportation systems provide the tools for skilled transportation professionals to collect, analyze, and archive data about the performance of the system during the hours of peak use. Having this data enhances traffic operators' ability to respond to incidents, adverse weather or other capacity constricting events.

**ITS Threats Analysis and Classification**

Research on ITS security has attracted a lot of attention from the research community in the last decade, since the challenges were observed as a social barrier to the common adoption of ITS systems. ITS technology was primarily designed to improve road safety, passenger safety and traffic efficiency. However, since it heavily relies on wireless communications, several threats can affect its functioning and, thus, lead to accidents. As shown in Figure 5, the main ITS threats and attacks are related to the following main security services: availability, identification and authenticity, confidentiality and privacy, integrity and data trust and non-repudiation and accountability. This section explores in detail the main threats and attacks that affect ITS systems. First, the involved ITS entities and the attackers profiles are identified. Then, the main ITS security requirements are discussed in detail. Finally, the existing ITS attacks are analyzed and classified, along with their main cryptographic countermeasures.

**ITS Involved Entities**

From a security point of view, different entities might be involved in ITS systems, including:

- The drivers: Drivers are the most important element of ITS, since they have to make vital decisions and can interact with the driving assistance systems to ensure their safety.
- The on-board unit (OBU): OBU refers to both the driver and the vehicle in the literature. OBUs can be classified into: (i) normal OBUs, which operate in a normal way and (ii) malicious OBUs, which try to mislead the system.
- The road side unit (RSU): Similarly to OBU, RSUs can be classified into: (i) normal RSU terminals; and (ii) malicious RSU terminals, which try to mislead the system.
- Third party entities: Third party entities can be trusted or semi-trusted, and are responsible for managing the security certificates, as well as the diverse secrets/public key pairs. Examples of such entities include the transportation regulatory agencies and the vehicle manufacturers.
- The attackers: Attackers try to violate the security of ITS systems by using several techniques. These attackers can be classified into different categories, as discussed in the following subsection.

**ITS Attackers Profiles**

Attacker profiles are generally categorized into three bipolar criteria, i.e., active vs. passive, external vs. internal and malicious vs. rational, as discussed below:
Active vs. passive: Active attackers transmit malicious packets to harm other nodes or a part of the network. Generally, this attacker has the authorization to operate within the network. Moreover, active nodes that have insider status could perpetrate almost any kind of attack. In contrast, passive attackers eavesdrop on the communications between the other nodes in the network, in order to extract useful information. Although it cannot cause any direct damage to the network, the gathered information could be used for future attacks. In general, passive nodes are also outsiders.

External vs. internal: External attackers are generally not authenticated and authorized to operate within the ITS network. External attacks target generally the confidentiality and availability of the system. In contrast, internal attackers are generally part of the ITS network and can perpetrate almost any kind of attack.

Malicious vs. rational: Malicious attackers have no specific targets, and their main goal is to destroy the network, for example by transmitting false information to vehicles in a specific geographic area. In contrast, rational attackers have a specific target and can be very dangerous due to their unpredictable nature.

ITS Security Requirements

To ensure a practical deployment of ITS systems, diverse security requirements must be attained to ensure secure V2X communications and ultimately safe driving. In particular, the design of ITS applications requires special attention and is characterized by specific challenges and requirements, discussed below in more detail:

Authentication: This is one of the most important ITS security requirement, which can be classified into three sub-requirements: (i) user authentication to prevent Sybil attacks and dismiss malicious entities; (ii) source authentication to ensure that messages were generated by legitimate ITS stations and (iii) location authentication to ensure the integrity and relevance of the received information.

Data integrity: ITS entities should be able to verify and validate the integrity of the received messages in order to prevent any unauthorized or malicious modification, manipulation or deletion during transmission.

Privacy and anonymity: The identities of drivers and vehicles should not be easily identifiable from the exchanged messages, and the right of the driver to control the access and use of her/his personal data should be enforced.

Availability: Exchanged information should be processed and made available in real time, requiring thus the implementation of low-overhead and lightweight cryptographic algorithms.

Traceability and revocation: ITS authorities should be able to track malicious ITS entities that are misusing the ITS system, in order to revoke them in a timely manner. The trust authority (TA) should be able to trace the vehicle and reveal its true identity. Furthermore, in case of a dispute or when a malicious vehicle is detected, the TA must revoke it and add its identity to the revocation list.

Authorization: It is necessary to define the access control and authorization for the different entities. Specific rules should be enforced for accessing or denying specific ITS entities access and/or use of certain functions or data; Non-repudiation: Each ITS entity should be uniquely associated with its information and actions in order to achieve data authenticity and origination.

Robustness against external attacks: ITS entities should be robust against external attacks, such as availability attacks, and ITS software should be almost free of
vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow) and logic flaws. Data confidentiality: Exchanged messages should be properly encrypted and protected in order to prevent the disclosure of sensitive information to malicious nodes or unauthorized parties.

**IoT transport system security**

Internet of Things (IoT) semantically means “a worldwide network of interconnected objects uniquely addressable, based on standard communication protocols”, which is a novel paradigm that is rapidly gaining ground in the scenario of modern wireless telecommunications. The basic idea of this concept is the pervasive presence around us of a variety of things or objects – such as (RFID) tags, sensors, actuators, mobile vehicles, etc. – which, through unique addressing schemes, are able to interact with each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common goals. Potentialities offered by the IoT make possible the development of a huge number of applications, of which can be grouped into the following domains: Traffic transportation and logistics domain. Healthcare domain. Smart environment (home, office, plant) domain. Personal and social domain. According to literature, the three-tier architecture of the Internet of Things is as shown in Figure 6. The bottom layer is an object-object network, namely a network that takes use of a variety of sensors, RFID to form object identification and data reading and writing between objects. This layer is data acquisition layer whose supporting technologies are mainly EPC, RFID, etc. When data pools together, it needs transmission, where a second layer is forms, which is called data transport layer. The network formation of data transport layer contains wired network and wireless network, its supporting technology mainly includes GPS, GPRS, the Internet and so on. The top layer of the Internet of Things is data processing and data exchange layer, whose task is to complete data exchange and data processing, data calculation, data storage and other functions. Actualization of the IoT concept into the real world is possible through the integration of several enabling technologies, such as EPC, RFID, GPS, GPRS, Internet, WSN etc. The following is the further introductions for the principles of these key technologies.

**RFID and EPC**

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems provide direct object identity sensing. They use a small device (RFID tag) to receive and send remote commands. RFID systems contain tags, readers, hosts and antennae. There is a small low-cost tag in each RFID object that provides every product a unique identity—the Electronic Product Code (EPC). Once an RFID reader sends a request signal, the RFID tag responds to the reader’s reading and writing request. RFID offers wireless communication between the tags and readers with non-line-of-sight readability, which eliminates manual data collection and introduces the potential for automated identification process.

![Fig 6. Three-tier architecture of the Internet of Things](image-url)

The technology offers some unique advantages over the traditional barcode or smart card such as the flexible contactless identification range, multiple products identification, expressive read reliability and durability, massive data storage, and high level of data security. In general terms, a RFID tag contains a microchip with some computational and storage capabilities, and a coupling element, such as an
antenna coil for communication. Tags can be classified according to two main criteria: by type of memory or by source of power.

**Research Challenges and Opportunities**

Intelligent transport systems have been an active research area in recent years with great focus. However, there are still a few challenges to be overcome before mass market penetration and deployment of the V2X communications technology. First, existing ITS systems and standards still have a static selection of the security features. Digital signature schema for signing and verifying safety messages and the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme curve public key algorithm and Advanced Encryption Standard counter with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code and a block length of 128 bits symmetric algorithm for the encryption and decryption of sensitive data. Existing security schema are based on expensive cryptographic overheads and are not able to efficiently handle a large amount of secure messages, without impacting the system’s critical latency and, thus, the safety of ITS applications. There is therefore a need for novel ITS security frameworks that can dynamically adapt the security features at runtime, based on context changes and/or based on required quality of services (e.g., maximal end-to-end latency, packet delivery rates, etc.). Such security frameworks could improve the scalability and safety of ITS systems at the cost of lower security overheads. Another way to achieve an important speedup in handling secure V2X communications is to delegate all of the cryptographic operations to dedicated hardware security modules (HSM) or trusted platform modules (TPM). It is expected that vehicles’ OBUs will be equipped with such hardware modules, as security co-processors. As highlighted in our previous case study, the usage of higher CPU frequencies can enable the handling of a higher number of cryptographic operations, such as ECDSA signature verifications. However, the security gain of such an approach is still unclear, and more experimental investigations are needed to better quantify the benefits of such solutions. Second, the optimal broadcasting of secure ITS safety messages (or cooperative awareness messages) still continues to represent an important research challenge. Indeed, most of the road safety applications rely on these periodic beacons to construct local maps about the surrounding vehicles in order to enable the timely detection of collisions and/or road accidents. Finally, the safety, security and QoS issues are generally considered as separate aspects of ITS systems.

**Conclusion**

Intelligent transport systems (ITS) are currently considered as the key emerging technology to improve road safety, traffic efficiency and driving experience. Even though research on ITS had significantly started more than a decade ago, there are still open research challenges that need to be addressed in order to reach mass market penetration and deployment of such technology. In this context, this article reviewed the current research challenges and opportunities related to the development of secure and safe ITS applications. After a detailed overview of the ITS architecture, requirements and standards, existing ITS threats and attacks were analyzed and classified. These security algorithms are generally known for their high complexity and communication overhead. Various elliptic curve digital signature algorithms were implemented and benchmarked on different architectures. The paper offers a broad view on how recent and ongoing advances in sensors, devices, internet applications, and other technologies have motivated affordable healthcare gadgets and connected health services to limitless expand the potential of IoT-based ITS for further developments. To better understand IoT ITS security, the considers various security requirements and challenges and unveils different research problems in this area to propose a model that can mitigate associated security risks. In sum results of this paper are expected to be use full for researchers, engineers, traffic monitoring working in this area of IoT Intelligent transport system.
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